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комичен ефект, така и обогатя-
ва структурата на спектакъла .

Симон Еди Шварц, автор на 
текстовете за песните и Христо 
Йоцов, композиторът на спек-
такъла, са съчетали в музиката 
разнообразие от лесна за въз-
приемане от децата мелодия с 
едно по-съвременно звучене, 
което увлича и възрастния 
зрител . Най-общо музиката в 
спектакъла би могла да се ха-
рактеризира като тази на мю-
зикхол: лесно запомняща се 
мелодия с интригуващ текст, 
функционален за смисъла на 
действието . Композиторът ус-
пява да намери езика на музи-
ката, който да не доминира и 
да не илюстрира действието . 

Музиката не е просто фон в 
„Някои могат, други – не!“ . Тя е 
език, който комуникира на 
друго ниво със зрителя и както 
куклите-предмети говорят с 
езика на визията, така и музи-
ката общува чрез звуковото 
възприемане, което е особено 
важно за децата .

Всяка една песен е своеоб-
разна картина на характера на 
ситуацията . Мелодията служи 
за изобразяването на качест-
вото, което актьорът интер-
претира в изпълнението си, 
докато текстът разказва исто-
рията . Тази съвсем рационал-
на структура се оказва изклю-
чително въздействаща . 
Особено когато в песните има 

и хореография, публиката бук-
вално заживява заедно с пер-
сонажите от сцената .

С всичко казано дотук, в за-
ключение мога да кажа, че спек-
такълът „Някои могат, други – 
не!“ е пример за добре направен 
синтез между различни изразни 
средства от изпълнителските 
изкуства . Добре композиран, 
той бива лесно разбиран и въз-
приеман от публиката . Без-
спорно, екипът на представле-
нието може да се похвали с пър-
вия успешен спектакъл за кук-
лено-музикален театър с учас-
тието на един от най-известните 
поп-изпълнители от съвремен-
ната българска музикална сцена 
– Поли Генова .

To Fly Means to Believe
Elena Angelova

 „Някои могат, други – не!“
“Some can do it, others can't!” 

“Some can do it, others can’t“ is a well-balanced 
musical puppet theater show with a clear message, 
which easily reaches the small viewers . To fly actu-
ally means to dream and to believe that you can fly 

– this is both a valuable life lesson for the children 
and an inspiring thought for the adults . Simon Eddie 
Schwartz and Stefan Moskov, authors of the idea for 
the show, have used motives from the tale “How has 
flying been invented“ by Margarit Minkov . They 
adapted his literary piece to the needs of Puppet 
Theater very skillfully, as they made a serious at-
tempt to present a simplified, but not elementary 
message and images – dynamic, but not excessively 
abstract .

The latter is proved by the curious approach to 
the puppet in this show . At times it resembles very 
much an everyday object and this approach is inten-
tional, because it adds two positive and valuable 
qualities to the interpretation of the object-puppet in 
the show . The first one is the ingenuity in the rein-
vention of the well-known around us, and the sec-
ond one – the showing of skills in the communica-
tion with the children’s audience, because every 
child is surprised at the demonstration of a new 
function of the well-known object . It is curious to 
see how the cow is recreated in a lavatory pan, and 
the birds – in umbrellas . This forms the vision of the 
show, using extremely vivid and modern irony – an 
undeniable advantage, which touches also the audi-
ence of the adults .

The stage design of Hannah Schwartz is extreme-
ly conventional, functional and modern . In it, as in 
the puppets, there is nothing exaggerated . Everything 
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is left to the play of the actors and the imagination of 
the viewers: the object world and the space in the 
show are just an outline of an undefined reality . In 
fact, at the base of the decision for this stage design 
lie only two ladders and one board – this is a clean 
stage, which resembles a white paper . The space by 
itself does not give information for the world of the 
show: this is a task for the dominant components in 
the show – the music and the actors’ play . It is pre-
cisely this laconism in the stage design and the pup-
pets that makes the music and the actors’ play out-
stand and grab the viewer’s attention .

In fact the variety of means of expression – mu-
sic, dance, discourse and playing with the puppets, 
give the show not only ingenuity, but also an exciting 
dynamics . The action is developing quite fast and 
thanks to the frequent change in the rhythm and the 
means of narrating the story, in “Some can do it, oth-
ers can’t“ there are no boring moments . The predict-
able plot on the level of playwriting is not a problem 
of the show because of the well-invented composi-
tion of presence of the actors and their rhythmical 
interactions . In this train of thought the dramaturgi-
cal disadvantage of the show is compensated by the 
successful tempo rhythm of the action .

The most memorable moments from the show 
were the musical interludes . Polly Genova made her 
debut as a pop singer in the puppet theater for chil-
dren . By contrast with the others, she plays only one 
role in the show – The Thought for Flying . In her 
personage there are two defining qualities, which 
make the role perceivable by the small and the adult 
viewer . The first one, of course, is the advantage of 
being professional pop singer with well-trained vo-
cal makings and developed timbre, style and direc-
tion of the voice . The second quality is more abstract 
– it is the costume of Thought for Flying or speaking 
better an element of it . She has a really up-to-date 
hat, with a lamp attached to it, which is lighting . Just 
like the well-known to everyone illustration of the 
idea – a lamp, which lights up . Exactly here lies the 
metaphor of the Thought for Flying – this is an idea, 
which lights up and illuminates the space . Beautiful, 
inspiring and rational approach for defining the per-
sonage – Thought for Flying .

 “Some can do it, others can’t“ owes its success 
mainly to Marieta Petrova, Stanimir Gumov, Rumen 
Ugrinski and Kamen Asenov – the actors from the 
performance, which play more than one role . Besides 
of playing out with the puppets, they also sing in a 
truly professional, memorable and remarkable way . 
Every one of them has a specific actor’s approach to 
gaining command of the assigned vocal, musical and 
motion score . This clearness of the stage behavior 
evidences for a well-built actor’s style and this is cu-
rios, significant and intriguing as to the child and his 

parents, as well as to the theater critic . In fact, the 
actors in “Some can, others can’t“ impress with their 
reflexivity and highly-formed sense for work in the 
team . In front of the children’s audience they play 
and sing, creating a balance between the profes-
sional behavior on the stage and the playful begin-
ning, appropriate for the puppet theater with impro-
vising moments . In this show they reminded to a 
certain degree of the actors from Commedia dell’ 
Arte, who are famous for working out personages-
characters on the base of well-known images from 
the present times . Talking about the recent widely-
discussed football game or just flirting with one an-
other, using the personages, the actors actually in-
clude in the language of the show distinguishable 
models of behavior from the daily life and they do it 
in an elegant way . This has a truly comical effect and 
also enriches the structure of the show .

Simon Eddie Schwartz – author of the songs’ 
lyrics and Hristo Yotzov – the composer of the 
show, have combined a variety of an easily per-
ceived by the children melody with a certain mod-
ern sounding, which engages also the adult viewer . 
In general, the music in the show could be defined 
as that of a music-hall: an easy to remember melo-
dy with intriguing text, functional for the sense of 
the action . The composer manages to find the lan-
guage of music, which shall not prevail or illustrate 
the action . In “Some can do it, others can’t“, music 
is not just a background .  It is a language which 
communicates with the viewers on another level 
and just as the puppets-objects speak in the lan-
guage of the vision, so does the music communi-
cates by the sound perception, which is extremely 
important for children .

Each song is a specific picture about the nature of 
the situation . The melody serves for the representa-
tion of the quality, which the actor interprets in his 
performance, while the lyrics narrate the story . This 
totally rational structure turns out to be extremely 
impacting . Especially when in the songs is used a 
choreography, the audience literally starts its new 
life with that of the personages on the stage .

All things considered, in conclusion I may say 
that the show “Some can do it, others can’t“ is an 
example of a well-done synthesis among the differ-
ent means of expression from the performing arts . 
Nicely composed, it is easily understood and per-
ceived by the audience . Undoubtedly, the team of 
the performance can boast of the first successful 
show for musical puppet theater, including the par-
ticipation of Polly Genova – one of the most fa-
mous pop singers of the contemporary Bulgarian 
music stage .

 Translation by Nadia Zhereva


